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Abstract 
We survey our research on scheduling aperiodic tasks in real-time systems in order to 
illustrate the benefits of modelling queueing systems by means of random trees. Relying on 
a discrete-time single-server queueing system, we investigated eadline meeting properties of 
several scheduling algorithms employed for servicing probabilistically arriving tasks, character- 
ized by‘arbitrary arrival and execution time distributions and a constant service time deadline 
T. Taking a non-queueing theory approach (i.e., without stable-stable assumptions) we found 
that the probability distribution of the random time sPT where such a system operates without 
violating any task’s deadline is approximately exponential with parameter AT = l/p,, with the 
expectation E[9=] = yT growing exponentially in T. The value pT depends on the particular 
scheduling algorithm, and its derivation is based on the combinatorial and asymptotic analysis 
of certain random trees. This paper demonstrates that random trees provide an efficient 
common framework to deal with different scheduling disciplines and gives an overview of the 
various combinatorial and asymptotic methods used in the appropriate analysis. 
Worinne einem anfahenden Organisten 
Anleitung gegeben wird, auff allerhand Arth 
einen Choral durchzufirhren, anbey such 
sich im Pedalstudio zu habilitieren, indem 
in solchen darinne bejindlichen Choriilen 
das Pedal gantz obligat tractieret wird. 
Preface of the “Orgelbiichlein” of Johann Sebastian Bach. 
1. Introduction 
Scheduling has always been one of the key issues in computer science. In almost any 
computing system there are concurrent activities competing for mutually exclusive 
resources, and if there are not sufficiently many resources available or if a single 
shared resource is to be used, a schedule assigning activities to resources over time is 
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needed. Research on scheduling - which owes much to the research on machine 
scheduling and related problems in operations research conducted several decades 
ago, see [12], for example - is traditionally performed in the context of processor 
scheduling, see e.g. [22]. Note, however, that shared resources like communication 
channels are becoming more and more important given the trend towards parallel and 
distributed systems. 
Real-time systems, on the other hand, are a relatively young but increasingly 
important branch of computer industries. Spacecraft, power plants, automated facto- 
ries, and also various multimedia applications are examples of such systems. Gener- 
ally speaking, tasks of a real-time system have to be performed not only in a correct, 
but also in a timely fashion. Usually they must finish within a predefined deadline,’ 
otherwise there might be more (hard real-time) or less (sof real-time) severe conse- 
quences. 
Scheduling oals for real-time systems are obviously different from those fitting the 
needs of ordinary computer systems. In fact, it is not hard to show that timeliness is 
not a simple consequence of high throughput or similar performance characteristics, 
see [41,9] for an introduction and overview. 
The problem is sufficiently well-understood for deterministic tasks, in particular for 
periodic ones as introduced by polling techniques in safety-critical hard real-time 
systems. Since (future) task arrivals are fully deterministic, schedules may even be 
determined in advance, i.e. ofiline, see [S] for a thorough overview. Systems relying 
on such assumptions are usually called static, and their most attractive property is the 
possibility of (a priori) guarantees of timeliness. 
Static systems, however, are of limited applicability and somewhat unflexible, so 
that dynamic systems are common in practice. Task arrivals in dynamic systems may 
be aperiodic, i.e. arbitrary, and are therefore not known in advance (there is no 
cluirooyancy), so scheduling must be performed on-line. This, of course, rules out 
a number of computationally expensive (off-line) algorithms to be used on-line, but 
the most distinctive property w.r.t. static systems is the possibility of (transient) 
overloads. As a consequence, no (unrestricted) a priori guarantee of timeliness may be 
given any more,2 see e.g. [lo, 431. Moreover, the behavior of on-line scheduling 
algorithms under overload is often totally different form the non-overloaded one. 
Note also that there is a principal deficiency w.r.t. deterministic (i.e., clairvoyant) 
algorithms under overload conditions, see [3,23]. 
Of course, uncertainties in aperiodic task arrivals call for probabilistic modelling, 
and queueing theory has indeed been applied to related problems in operations 
’ Somewhat different real-time requirements are to be met in B-ISDN (broadband integrated service and 
data networks) supporting multimedia applications. There is an increasing interest among the research 
community in establishing reasonable qualities of service (QOS), see [40,24] for details. That research, 
however, is not within the scope of our paper. 
‘Note however that there are ideas like [25] how to integrate a dynamic system into a static one, preserving 
guarantees for the static part of the system. 
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research for decades. However, apart from the question whether existing real-time 
systems are adequately modelled by usual queueing system assumptions, there is also 
the problem of drawing meaningful conclusions on the actual operation of a real-time 
system from steady-state r sults like waiting time distributions or the percentage of task 
losses/rejections (we will briefly return to this question in Section 2). Therefore, a sound 
theoretical framework for scheduling in dynamic (soft) real-time systems is lacking. 
Some of our research is devoted to this problem domain. More specifically, our aim 
is to quantify deadline meeting properties of scheduling algorithms for probabilistic 
aperiodic tasks in real-time systems. Based on a simple discrete-time queueing system 
model, we found a suitable - and mathematically tractable - quality measure which 
has been successfully applied to compare a number of different scheduling algorithms. 
The complete derivation of our major results is contained in a number of papers 
published elsewhere, cf. [6,7,14,34,36,37]. The goal of this paper is to emphasize the 
power of modelling scheduling disciplines in queueing systems by means of random 
trees. Our approach unifies (and simplifies) the investigation of several different 
queueing problems by utilizing powerful combinatorial and asymptotic methods from 
the analysis of algorithms and data structures, thus providing a promising alternative 
to the usual queueing theory devices. 
The outline of our paper is as follows. Section 2 contains a description of the 
underlying model and a very brief survey of related (queueing theory) approaches. 
Section 3 provides the definition of the quantities of interest and some general 
preliminaries. Sections 4, 5, and 6 are devoted to the investigation of preemptive last 
comefirst served (LCFS),first come first served (FCFS), and non-preemptiue last come 
first served scheduling for the simple no-priority case. Section 7 surveys the analysis of 
the important static priority scheduling algorithm. Finally, some conclusions and 
directions of further research are appended in Section 8. 
2. The model 
Our investigations are based on a discrete-time queueing system consisting of a task 
scheduler, a task list of (potential) infinite capacity, and a single server. Arriving tasks 
are inserted into the task list by the scheduler according to the particular scheduling 
algorithm. A dummy task is generated by the scheduler if the list becomes empty. The 
server always executes the task at the head of the list, so that scheduling is done by 
rearranging the entries of the task list. If the server executes a dummy task, the system 
is called idle, otherwise busy. 
Rearranging of the task list ( = scheduling) occurs only at discrete points in time, 
without any overhead. The length of the interval between two such points is an 
integral multiple of some unit time called a (machine) cycle. Due to this assumption, 
we are able to model tasks formed by non-preemptible actions with duration of 
1 cycle. The task execution time of a task is the number of cycles necessary for 
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processing the task to completion if it occupies the server exclusively. An ordinary 
task may have an arbitrary task execution time, a dummy task as mentioned above 
consists of a single no-operation action (1 cycle). The seruice time of a task is the time 
(measured in cycles) from the beginning of the cycle in which the task arrives at the 
system to the end of the cycle which completes the execution of the task. 
Before we proceed, two applications of our model are given. First, consider a single 
processor with an interrupt line, which executes all machine instructions within a fixed 
time, a cycle. Usually interrupt arrivals become recognized at the end of an instruc- 
tion, causing the CPU to process a certain service routine. An idle cycle corresponds 
to the execution of an instruction not part of an interrupt service routine. 
Another example may be found in a (single) client of a TDMA (time division 
multiple access) channel. If a communication channel is to be shared by multiple (say, 
n) stations, a common approach for synchronizing the transmission activities is 
TDMA. Each client owns a dedicated subslot of duration t/n, where it may transmit 
exclusively if there are data to transmit, otherwise the subslot gets wasted. All subslots 
together form a transmission slot (cycle) of duration t. Due to the cyclic occurrence of 
the transmission slot, each client may transmit every t time units. To apply our model, 
we let a cycle be equal to the length of a transmission slot and assume a “task 
execution time” of one cycle, that is, “service” is actually the transmission of a packet. 
An idle cycle corresponds to a wasted transmission slot. 
For our (input-)probability model, we assume arbitrarily distributed task arrivals 
within a cycle, independent of the arrivals of the preceding cycles, and independent of 
the arbitrarily distributed task execution times as well. The service time deadline of 
a task is assumed to be constant (fixed). 
The probability generating function (PGF) of the number of task3 arrivals during 
a cycle is denoted by 
A(z) = C akzk where ak = prob {k tasks arrive during a cycle), 
k30 
(2-l) 
and should meet the constraint a0 > 0, assuring the existence of idle cycles. The PGF 
of task execution times (measured in cycles) is denoted by 
L(z) = c lkzk where lk = prob {task execution time is k cycles} 
k>l 
(24 
with the additional assumption L(0) = 0. It turns out that the overall execution time, 
i.e., the number of cycles necessary for processing all actions induced by task arrivals 
during one cycle, plays a central role. The corresponding PGF evaluates to 
(2.3) 
3 We introduce the no-priority case here; generalizing to multiple PGFs arising in the case of several 
priority levels should be straightforward. 
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For the sake of simplicity, we omit the discussion of some necessary “technical” 
conditions on A(z), L(z) and P(z). Most of them are analyticity requirements which are 
usually easy to establish. Note, however, that we are explicitly excluding the trivial 
case P(z) = p. + (1 - po)z. 
We should mention that the number of globally valid arrival distributions meeting 
our constraints is considerably limited due to the required independency. Globally 
valid distributions consistent with our assumptions must be based on an interarrival 
distribution with the memoryless property, i.e., an exponential or geometric distribu- 
tion, leading to (well-thumbed) Poisson- or Bernoulli-type arrivals within a cycle. In 
terms of queueing theory, we are therefore dealing with an M/G/l system,4 which has 
of course been extensively studied. We will conclude this section by briefly relating our 
results to that research; a comprehensive and in-depth treatment of single-server 
queues may be found in Cohen’s book [l 11. 
Classical queueing systems are based on continuous time and assume service in the 
order of arrivals (FCFS). Among the quantities (random variables) of interest are the 
queue size, the waiting time (in queue) or sojourn time (in queue + service), and the 
seruer utilization, for example. Basically, there are two different results: (1) time- 
dependent solutions describing, say, queue size at some time t (starting from some 
initial state at t = 0), and (2) steady-state results obtained by letting t + 00. Steady- 
state results are particularly attractive, since they lead to relatively simple expressions, 
something that is by far not true for time-dependent solutions. However, one should 
bear in mind that steady-state results are reasonably meaningful only because most 
queueing systems “converge” to a stable equilibrium, which is independent of the 
initial state if they are left to themselves for a sujkiently long time. 
Therefore, most work on queueing systems is devoted to steady-state results. In 
particular, for M/G/l queues, waiting time distributions are available for numerous 
scheduling disciplines, including random order, inverse order of arrival (LCFS), 
priority queueing with static or dynamic priorities, etc., see [22, Vol. 2, Ch. 33. The 
same is obviously true for most of the results obtained by queueing theory in the 
real-time context. 
For instance, there is a well-studied class of queues with impatient customers, which 
are of some interest for dynamic real-time systems. The basic idea is to impose 
a bound on the waiting [Z] or sojourn time [19] and force customers to leave the 
system if that bound is (or, alternatively, will be) exceeded. Stable-state results for 
quantities like waiting time distribution, customer rejection probability, etc. for 
various scheduling disciplines are available, cf. the nice overview in [43]. 
Much effort has also been spent on developing scheduling disciplines that are 
optimal in various respects. Optimality research goes back to operations research 
4 For the remainder of this section, we will adhere to the usual queueing theory terminology: Discussing an 
M/G/l system means that we are considering customers arriving at a single server (I), with exponentially 
distributed interarrival times (M for Markovian) and arbitrarily distributed service times (G for general). 
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problems as machine scheduling, aiming at scheduling algorithms that minimize 
various cost functions like the expected number of late jobs, see e.g. [33]. 
More recent research in the real-time systems area deals with algorithms minimizing 
the maximum lateness [38] or the fraction of customers exceeding their deadlines 
[32], for example. 
Although steady-state results give some insight in long-term operation of a real- 
time scheduling algorithm, they are useless to characterize short-term operation. 
Steady-state results are obviously incapable of capturing transient phenomena - like 
(first) entrance into some particular state - that ultimately determine the (time- 
dependent) statistics of the maximum of a random variable. Such results, however, are 
the only ones that are really meaningful for determining short-term deadline meeting 
capabilities when hard real-time requirements are present. 
Attacking this type of problems requires advanced mathematical methods. 
For example, in [l l] a first entrance time approach - similar to our one - is 
applied to an FCFS queueing system with bounded waiting time (impatient 
customers) to derive results on the maximum of certain random variables 
(Chs. 111.4.1 and 111.7.4). In particular, an integral representation of the Laplace 
transform of the maximum waiting time during the busy period of a G/G/l 
FCFS queueing system is provided (Ch. 111.4.1). This formula might be used 
as an immediate starting point to derive a continuous-time analogon to our result in 
Section 5. 
A similar approach is used in [26] to derive asymptotic results on the maximum 
queue size for a number of queueing disciplines. Note that such results also emanated 
from the analysis of hashing with lazy deletion (HwLD), see [20, 11. As an alternative, 
large deviation methods can be used to compute first entrance times in Markov 
processes, see [28,27] for only two applications. We do not know of any particular 
work in the real-time systems area, but we are convinced that this powerful technique 
might be successfully applied in our context as well. 
Finally, in [39] an interesting combinatorial approach towards the maximum 
of a certain sum of random variables is developed, which is based on an ex- 
tension of the classical ballot-problem. It is applicable to a wide variety of 
stochastic processes, including the M/G/l FCFS system, thereby providing an 
elegant way of deriving maximum waiting time distributions and related quantities. 
Note that some quantities found in our analysis in Section 5 appear in [39] also; in 
fact, it should be possible to derive our FCFS result by means of that approach as 
well. 
Although there are possibly a few alternatives to our analysis of FCFS scheduling, 
we do not know of any work that deals with the other scheduling disciplines 
successfully solved by our method. Actually, we think that all the above-mentioned 
approaches are at least difficult to apply, since the waiting time process does not have 
such a simple description for disciplines other than FCFS. Moreover, we are interest- 
ed in sojourn times and not in waiting times, and it is the discrete time model and not 
the continuous one that is really suitable for our problem domain. 
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3. The successful run duration 
Our basic idea concerning a pertinent quality criterion for scheduling algorithms in 
real-time systems was to consider quantities related to the time that passes until the 
very first violation of a deadline, but we had to recognize soon that approaching this 
quantity directly was difficult. The following alternative, however, was found to be 
successful:’ The operation of our system may be viewed as a sequence of successive 
bulks of busy cycles, separated by one or more idle cycles. Consequently, we define 
a busy period as an initial idle cycle and all busy cycles induced by task arrivals during 
this busy period. For instance, an (initial) idle cycle with no task arrivals forms a trivial 
busy period with duration of 1 cycle. By virtue of this definition (and our probability 
model), the operation of our system may be modelled as a sequence of mutually 
independent busy periods (~8~‘); i = 1,2, . . . }. 
We call a busy period T-feasible, if all tasks serviced during the busy period meet 
their service time deadline T. In addition, a sequence of T-feasible busy periods 
followed by a non-feasible busy period (containing at least one deadline violation) is 
called a T-run, the sequence without the terminating non-feasible busy period is 
referred to as a successful T-run. The random variable successful T-run duration LYT, 
which denotes the time interval from the beginning of an (initial) busy period to the 
beginning of the (idle) cycle initiating the busy period containing the first violation of 
a task’s deadline T, was found to be a suitable6 mathematically tractable quality 
criterion. 
The probability distribution of 9, (even its expectation ~1~) allows to compare the 
performance of different scheduling algorithms. Apart from comparison, it also 
provides an answer to the following practical question: Given the input probability 
distributions for a certain (high-)load situation, and a (tolerable) probability p for 
deadline missing (say, p = 10e9), what is the maximum duration such a situation 
could last in order to guarantee a deadline missing probability of at most p? Since 
pr increases exponentially with the deadline(s), such systems may be expected to 
operate properly a long time (at least in the case of reasonable input conditions); this 
ultimately explains why they work reasonably well in practice. 
Since the (feasible) busy periods constituting a successful run are mutually indepen- 
dent, it is in fact easy to evaluate the PGF of YT by means of the PGF of a T-feasible 
busy period. Let bk,T = prob {length of a T-feasible busy period is k cycles} and 
Wz) = C bw-zk 
k30 
(3.1) 
5 By using a very similar approach, we also solved the old problem of analyzing the duration of the 
successful operation of the well-known slotted ALOHA collision resolution algorithm, which we found 
exponentially distributed too; see 115, 131 for details. 
‘In fact, in any case investigated so far, it is not hard to prove that the difference between Yr and the time 
up to the actual violation is (asymptotically) negligible. 
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be the corresponding (improper, that is Br(1) < 1) PGF. Then, the PGF of the 
random variable ~7~ is given by 
(3.2) 
where of course Sk, r = prob {length of a successful T-run is k cycles}. This follows 
easily from the fact that the PGF of the length of an arbitrary number of T-feasible 
busy periods is 1, ao &(z)“, and that the probability of the occurrence of the termina- 
ting non-feasible busy period equals 1 - B,(l). 
Thus, we can reduce the investigation of different scheduling techniques to the 
analysis of T-feasible busy periods, i.e., the evaluation of &(z). For example, the 
expectation of 9’r yields 
E[Yr] = /~.r = S’(1) = 1 ~~l~l). 
T 
(3.3) 
Hence, all that is needed for the expectation are asymptotic expressions for Br(1) and 
B;(l) for T+ co, that is, the first few terms of the Taylor expansion of&(z) at z = 1. 
Fortunately, much more can be said about the distribution of yr. It turns out that 
it is necessary to distinguish three different situations: 
(1) Normal case: This (most important) case is characterized by an average offered 
load of less than lOO%, which may be expressed by P’(1) -C 1, since P’(1) equals the 
average number of actions caused by task arrivals within a cycle, cf. Eq. (2.3). In other 
words, our system has to deal with task arrivals keeping it not totally busy on the 
average. A careful treatment of Eq. (3.2) reveals a surprisingly simple general state- 
ment concerning the probability distribution of yr in this particular case. As we have 
shown in [14], YT is approximately exponentially distributed with parameter 
AT = l/pT* 
We reformulate two of the most important theorems of [14]. First, by means of 
singularity analysis techniques on ST(z), we obtained asymptotic expressions for the 
distribution function CiEo Sk, r when n -+ 00 and T+ 0~) : 
Theorem 3.1 (Asymptotics of csk, TI cf. Drmota and Schmid [14, Theorem 3.53). 
There exists some 6 > 0 such that the distribution function v,, T = Cizo sk, T of YT has 
a uniform asymptotic expansion 
v,, T = 1 - (1 + o(l/pT))e-fiF’(l +“(l/p~))n + o(&‘(l + a)-“) 
fern+ co and T-, co. 
Second, using Mellin transform techniques, we derived uniform asymptotic expan- 
sions for the mth moment E[9?] of YT. 
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Theorem 3.2. (Asymptotics of the moments of YT, cf. Drmota and Schmid [14, 
Theorem 3.73). There exists some 6 > 0 such that the moments E[Y+!‘] of9r have the 
uniform asymptotic expansion 
E[.9’7] = c n”s,, T = 
n2I 
for T+ co and m > 1. 
(2) Balanced case: Here our system is kept 100% busy on the average, i.e. P’(1) = 1. 
Unfortunately, our convenient Theorems 3.1 and 3.2 are no longer valid in the 
balanced case since the limiting PGF lim,,, B&z) has radius of convergence R = 1, 
violating condition R > 1 of [14]. Hence, we restricted ourselves to the computation 
of the first few moments of 9r in this less important case. 
(3) Overloaded case: This case may be characterized by an average offered load 
which is higher than the maximum load the system is able to cope with, formally, 
P’(1) > 1. Our theorems do not apply in this case either. The reason is that 
lim T+ao BT(z) is no longer an ordinary PGF, but rather an improper one. Thus, 
lim T_co B,(l) < 1, which violates another precondition of [14]. Unlike the two cases 
above there is a non-zero probability of the occurrence of a busy period that never 
terminates! Again, we had to confine ourselves to the computation of the first few 
moments of Yr. 
In any case, the problem of determining the distribution of Spr boils down to the 
investigation of BT(z); the properties of a particular scheduling algorithm are “con- 
tained” in BT(z) and are carried over to ST(z) by Eq. (3.2). Obviously, different 
PGFs BT(z) are obtained for different scheduling algorithms. 
The basic idea underlying our treatment of BT(z) is to establish a one-to- 
one correspondence between T-feasible busy periods and a certain family of 
random trees. Since the probability weights of random trees have the same 
compositional properties as counting weights of ordinary trees (the probability 
of the union and intersection of two disjoint and independent events equals 
the sum and the product, respectively, as is the case for cardinalities of sets) 
the whole theory of translating admissible combinatorial constructions expres- 
sible via symbolic equations to the corresponding ordinary generating functions 
(OGFs) applies; see [16] or [42] for details. This usually provides a functional 
equation for the OGF. 
Since the OGF of the family of random trees corresponding to T-feasible 
busy periods is of course exactly the required PGF BT(z) (because of the pro- 
bability weights), the combinatorial translations provide us immediately with 
a functional equation for BT(z). Easy-to-use expressions for the required values 
BT( 1) and B;(l) for large T are eventually determined by means of more or 
less straightforward asymptotic methods applied to (the functional equation for) 
BT@). 
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4. Preemptive LCFS scheduling 
This section deals with the investigation of T-feasible busy periods for (no-priority) 
preemptive LCFS (last come first served) scheduling worked out in [7]. The algorithm 
is very simple. If a task arrives during a cycle, its execution is started at the beginning 
of the next cycle, preempting the currently executing task. If there are several tasks 
arriving during the same cycle, they are executed one after the other, in some arbitrary 
- preferably LCFS - sequence. Consider the example given in Fig. 1. 
The horizontal axis represents the time axis with one cycle per division; those cycles 
forming the busy period of interest are numbered consecutively. Task arrivals are 
shown by small lightnings with task names above, executing tasks are represented by 
horizontal lines. The vertical level of a line represents the number of preempted tasks 
(plus 1). 
In our example above there is a point where a task (T,) finishes and another task 
(T4) starts its execution immediately thereafter. Such situations are closely related to 
sub-busy periods: A sub-busy period is defined to start either at the beginning of a busy 
period, or at the beginning of the last cycle of the task that initiated the previous 
sub-busy period, provided that at least one task arrives during that cycle. A sub-busy 
period terminates at the beginning of the next sub-busy period. Thus, a busy period 
may be viewed as the concatenation of an arbitrary number of sub-busy periods plus 
one cycle at the end. Our figure shows the relation between sub-busy periods and 
those points touching the horizontal axis mentioned above: sub-busy periods are 
shifted one cycle left w.r.t. those points. This shifting has been introduced because it 
simplifies our computations considerably. 
It is easy to verify that, as far as deadline missing is concerned, the task initiating 
a sub-busy period is badly ofi Any subsequent task arrival causes a preemption of this 
task until the execution of all the newcomers is complete. Thus, if the length of 
a sub-busy period (which is equal to the service time of the task initiating the sub-busy 
period minus 1) is less than or equal to T - 1 cycles, it is guaranteed that all tasks 
processed uring the sub-busy period have a service time of less or equal T cycles, i.e., 
Fig. 1. 
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Fig. 2. 
meet their deadlines. Conversely, if a task with a service time greater than T cycles is 
processed uring a sub-busy period, the initiating task experiences a deadline viola- 
tion as well. 
Our major step is the construction of a certain family of random trees that 
correspond to our busy periods, and the restriction to a sub-family covering exactly 
T-feasible busy periods. This is done in the following way: A single cycle is denoted by 
a circular node 0. Such a node has n successors denoted by square nodes 0, if 
exactly n tasks arrive during the corresponding cycle, and is weighted with the 
appropriate probability Q,. A square node corresponds to a task and has k O- 
successors if the task execution time of the task is k cycles. It is weighted by Ik, the 
probability of a task execution time of k cycles. Thus, our tree consists of two 
alternating layers, one containing circular 0 and the other square nodes 0 only. The 
tree in Fig. 2 corresponds to Fig. 2 (weights have been suppressed). 
The original figure is reconstructed by traversing this tree in preorder. Note the 
dotted line, which marks the boundary between two consecutive sub-busy periods. 
Letting aside feasible busy periods for the moment, we first look at arbitrary busy 
periods. The appropriate results are of course well-known in queueing theory, but it 
seems remarkable how simple they follow from our tree approach. Denoting by W the 
family of trees with a circular root, and by 9 the family of (task) trees with a square 
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root, we obtain the following symbolic equations: 
W = Jf a, 
II30 
and F= C lk 
k,l 
. (4.1) 
According to [42], we just have to mark each circular node with the counting variable 
z and to apply straightforward product and sum translations to obtain the OGFs 
B(z) = z 1 a,T(z)“, 
II,0 
and eventually 
T(z) = 1 &&)k 
k,l 
(4.2) 
B(z) = zP(B(z)), (4.3) 
recall Eq. (2.3). Note that we count circular nodes only, and not square nodes, since 
the “size” of a tree is the number of its O-nodes. B(z) is of course exactly the PGF of 
(unrestricted) busy periods, that is, if bk denotes the probability that a busy period 
B? has length k, we have 
B(Z) = 1 bkZk, 
kB1 
recall our remarks at the end of Section 3. 
Starting from Eq. (4.3) it is easy to obtain classical queueing theory results, e.g., the 
expectation of 5@ evaluates to 
EC&?] = B’(1) = ’ 
1 - p’(1)’ 
Moreover, by applying standard asymptotic techniques (cf. [4,30], for example) to 
Eq. (4.3) it is possible to obtain an asymptotic expansion for B(z) near its dominant 
(algebraic) singularity p = r/P(r), r denoting the (unique) positive solution of 
P(x) = xp’(x): 
B(z) = T - b(1 - z/p)riz + 0(1 - z/p) for z--r p, (4.4) 
where b = ,,/m. This leads to an asymptotic expression for b,, namely 
Now we will return to the problem of investigating T-feasible busy periods. We 
have already mentioned that deadline missing is intimately related to the length of 
sub-busy periods: a deadline T is violated iff the length of a sub-busy period is greater 
than T - 1. Hence, we have to consider a special sub-family d of our family of trees 
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99 first, which represents ub-busy periods. The symbolic equations are easily found: 
a=aoo + 1 ak /O\\_ y . . . _g- 9 
k31 
k-l 
and 
The cycle without successors (a,, 0) in the symbolic equation for k@ is responsible for 
idle cycles (trivial sub-busy periods). Since we do not count the last cycle of a non- 
trivial sub-busy period (A), it is possible to paste a number of non-trivial sub-busy 
periods together; the last cycle of a sub-busy period is counted correctly in the 
following sub-busy period. 
The corresponding generating functions B(z) and F(z) evaluate to 
B(z)= 1 b,z”=aoz+z~ akT(z)k-l~(z)=aoz+z~(A(T(z))-aO) 
II31 k>l 
and 
T(z) = 1 l,B(zy-’ = F. 
Fl21 
Inserting the formula for F(z) into the equation for B(z) we eventually obtain 
B(z) = 1 + aOz - 9, 
B(z) 
Now, the improper PGF for T-feasible sub-busy periods (not exceeding a length of 
T - 1 cycles) is 
T-l 
&(Z) = c b-,z”, (4.7) 
n=l 
and a T-feasible busy period is formed by the concatenation of an arbitrary number of 
non-trivial T-feasible sub-busy periods terminated by a single idle cycle. The improper 
PGF yields 
What remains to be done is the computation of asymptotic expansions for B,(l) 
and Br(l) as T-t co, cf. Eq. (3.3). Eq. (4.8) shows that this requires expressions for 
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B,(l) and @r(l). However, recalling (4.7), the latter are easily obtained by applying 
straightforward singularity analysis techniques to the generating function 
H,(z) = c By+ 1 uv = 
T>l 
where we need to consider I = 0 and r = 1 only. 
In the normal case, we note a simple pole at z = 1 and an algebraic singularity at 
z = p > 1, recall (4.6) and (4.4). It hence follows almost immediately that 
@‘(l) = B”‘(1) + aoP ‘+l(nbT-l 
r2(1 - lo) 
(1 + 0(1/T)) for T+ CO, (4.10) 
with (T), = T(T - l)...(T - r + 1). After some straightforward algebra, we obtain 
our major result. 
Theorem 4.1 (Preemptive LCFS scheduling in the normal case, cf. Blieberger and 
C,-hrnJ l-7 Thnfiram 71) Thn ,.ro~n~rfr,l TmyIII. Ilrrrnt;nlr W fnv nvnnmntir>n iClT;C ut,,111111u L I ) 1 .l\r”IClll LJ,. 1 ,lC .JuLLGx..“c 1-I La,‘ c&w, LI‘C”,, u T J”’ yr rrrr‘yl‘vr: zLb1 ” 
scheduling in the normal case is approximately exponentially distributed with parameter 
l/,u$LCFS, where 
1’2 ?(p - 1) 
p2(1 _ p’(1)) T3’2~T(l + 0(1/T)) fir T-t ~0 > 
7 > 1 is the solution ofP(x) = xP’(x), and p = z/P(z) > 1. 
In the balanced case, it turns out that B(z) has radius of convergence p = 1. 
However, a refined analysis of Eq. (4.9) for H,(z) yields an asymptotic expression for 
@( 1) even in this case. We just have to take into account that the simple pole at z = 1 
and the algebraic singularity at z = p = 1 join for an algebraic singularity of appropri- 
ate order. Following the same line of derivation as above, we obtain 
Theorem 4.2. (Preemptive LCFS scheduling in the balanced case). The expectation of 
the successful T-run duration Sp, for preemptive LCFS scheduling in the balanced case 
is given by 
&-crsb _ T for T+ co. 
in the overioaded case, expansion (4.10) is in fact vaiid again since p > i (aithough 
r < 1). However, since B(1) = /I < 1 and hence B(1) < 1 by (4.6), it suffices to plug the 
coarser expression @‘( 1) = B”‘( 1) + o( 1) into Eq. (4.8) (and its derivative) to arrive at 
the appropriate 
Theorem 4.3 (Preemptive LCFS scheduling in the overloaded case). The expectation 
of the successful T-run duration ,4pT for preemptive LCFS scheduling in the overloaded 
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case is given by 
pLCFS” 
PT 
where /I < 1 is the solution of x = P(x), x < 1. 
5. FCFS scheduling 
This section is devoted to the investigation of T-feasible busy periods for (no- 
priority) FCFS (first come first served) scheduling contained in [36]. Note that, due to 
our fixed deadline assumption, FCFS scheduling is in fact equivalent o the earliest 
deadline$rst algorithm here. Tasks are simply executed in the order of arrival, so it 
makes sense to consider an expanded task list which contains all the actions the tasks 
in the original task list consist of; note that we assume that the actual execution time of 
a task is determined at the time the task arrives at the system. 
Consider the example in Fig. 3, which is based on the task arrivals used in Section 4: 
This figure has to be interpreted like the one in Section 4. Note that the execution of 
each task is represented by a horizontal line (whose length obviously equals the task 
execution time) at one and the same level, since there is no preemption in FCFS 
scheduling. For the sake of readability, we attached the name of the corresponding 
task to each such line. 
We will again establish a one-to-one mapping between busy periods and certain 
random trees, which provides a nice correspondence between feasible busy periods 
and trees of limited “width”. Note that this family of trees appears in the analysis of 
a simple register function for T-ary operations, too; cf. [21,18] for details. 
Our construction is as follows: Each vertex corresponds to a single cycle; the root of 
the tree represents the initial idle cycle (number 0). A vertex has n successors if the sum 
of the task execution times of all tasks arriving during the corresponding cycle is n; it is 
weighted by the appropriate probability pn, cf. Eq. (2.3). Moreover, each vertex is also 
labelled by the number of the corresponding cycle within the busy period. This 
labelling is obtained by a preorder traversal (left to right) of the tree (which also allows 
to reconstruct he original busy period from the tree). 
Fig. 3. 
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Fig. 4. 
The tree in Fig. 4 corresponds to the busy period above. Let us, for example, 
consider the node with label 1: At the beginning of the corresponding cycle 1 in the 
busy period, the initial (idle) action has just left the task list and the first action of the 
task that arrived during the initial cycle is to be executed. One encounters that, due to 
our special alignment, the “horizontal width”’ of that node in our tree equals (i.e. 
“marks”) the length of the expanded task list at the time the corresponding cycle of the 
busy period is executed. A short reflection shows that this is true for any node in the 
tree. 
Now, since it is obvious from the operation of FCFS scheduling that a busy period 
is T-feasible iff the length of the expanded task list is bounded by T - 1 during the 
busy period, it follows that limiting the service times by a deadline T corresponds to 
limiting the “width” of the tree to T - 1 vertices. 
The ordinary generating function of this special family Br of trees is simply the PGF 
Br(z) of the length of a feasible busy period. However, for the sake of computational 
simplicity it is preferable to deal with Wr = g r+ 1. Similar to Section 4, we start with 
‘The quotation stresses the fact that our width is not the usual width of a tree. 
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the symbolic equation 
0 
%T=pO 0 +pl ( +“‘+pk 
WT 
T 
for aii T 2 i; Pk = [z”] P(z) have been defined in (2.3). The transiation into generating 
functions reads 
CT(Z) = 2 Pkz fi c,(Z). 
k=O j=T-k+l 
Defining 
BT(Z) = QT-z(~) 
QT- l(z) . 
(5.1) 
(5.2) 
According to our preliminary discussions in Section 2, we need asymptotic results for 
Br( 1) and Hr( 1). Thus, we have to deal with the asymptotics of Qr( 1) and Q;( 1). Note 
that quantities related to Qr(1) also arise in [39], recall our overview of related 
research in Section 2. 
Multiplying our fundamental recurrence relation (5.1) by QT(z) yields 
QT- I(Z) = Z i P&T-&); 
k=O 
introducing the corresponding bivariate generating function, we find 
Qb z) = kFo Qk(Z)Sk = z,;s;o_ s . 
I 
(5.3) 
The investigation of Q(s, z) reveals that the dominant singularity w.r.t. s is a polar 
one, resulting from zeroes of the function P(s) - s, that is, fixed points of P(s). 
In the normal case, it is not difficult to see that there is a trivial fixed point s = 1 and 
another one at s = K > 1. Using Rouche’s theorem, it may be shown that’ there are no 
further fixed points within a disk of certain radius R > K around zero. Applying 
a straightforward singularity analysis based on subtracted singularities (simple poles 
at s = 1 and s = K) provides asymptotic expressions for Qr(1) and Q;(l) for T+ co , 
’ Actually, much more can be said, cf. Section 7, Eq. (7.4) ff. 
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eventually revealing 
B (1) _ 1 _ (K - 1)(1 - P’(1)) K-T + O(R_T) 
T - 
Ppc) - 1 , 
B;( 1) = 1 _;,(l) + O(TK-T) 
by (5.2). Recalling (3.3) some straightforward algebra finally provides 
Theorem 5.1 (FCFS scheduling in the normal case, cf. Schmid and Blieberger [36, 
Theorem 11). The successful T-run duration YT for FCFS scheduling in the normal case 
is approximately exponentially distributed with parameter l/p;‘“” where 
FCFS _ 
PyIc) - 1 
PT 
- (K - l)(l - P’(l))2 
rcT(l + 0(1/T)) for T+ CO. 
K > 1 is the solution of x = P(x), x > 1. 
In the balanced case, it turns out that IC = 1. However, using a refined subtracted 
singularity analysis of Q(s, z) (which now involves a higher-order pole at s = l), 
appropriate asymptotic expressions for B,(l) and B;(l) are readily obtained and we 
find 
Theorem 5.2 (FCFS scheduling in the balanced case, cf. Blieberger and Schmid [6, 
Theorem 31). The expectation of the successful T-run duration 9, for FCFS scheduling 
in the balanced case is given by 
1 p;CFs” _ _ i! 
+i (j _ 1)(2j - I)! Ti for T+ co’ 
where i 2 2 denotes the order of the zero of P(x) - x at x = 1, i.e., the smallest integer 
value of i such that 
P(X) - X = $i(X - 1)’ + O((X - l)‘+ ‘) for X + 1 
and tit # 0. 
Note that we also determined the variance in the balanced case, see [6] for details. 
In the overloaded case, the fixed point s = K is less than the other one at s = 1, so 
that the dominant singularity is caused by K = /I < 1. A singularity analysis following 
the one for the normal case above eventually provides 
Theorem 5.3 (FCFS scheduling in the overloaded case, cf. Blieberger and Schmid 
[6, Theorem 11). The expectation of the successful T-run duration yr for FCFS 
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scheduling in the overloaded case is given by 
where /I < 1 is the solution of x = P(x), x < 1. 
6. Non-preemptive LCFS scheduling 
This section is devoted to the investigation of T-feasible busy periods in the case of 
non-preemptive LCFS scheduling contained in [37]. The algorithm works as follows: 
If a task arrives at the system during the execution of another one, its execution is 
started when the latter has finished. If several tasks arrive during the execution of the 
same task, they are scheduled for execution one after the other, in an arbitrary 
- preferably LCFS - sequence. Hence, non-preemptive LCFS may be viewed as 
preemptive LCFS where whole tasks (instead of single cycles) form the non-preempt- 
ible unit. 
Consider the example in Fig. 5. Again, the horizontal axis is divided into equidistant 
cycles. Those cycles forming the busy period of interest are numbered consecutively; 
cycle 0 denotes the initial (idle) cycle. Task arrivals are shown by small lightings with 
task names above. The execution of a task is represented by a horizontal line whose 
length equals the task execution time. The vertical level of such a line, i.e., its vertical 
distance to the horizontal axis, represents the number of tasks not processed to 
completion at the beginning of the corresponding task, i.e., the number of preempted 
tasks plus 1. For readability, we attached the name of the appropriate task (and, if 
possible, its task execution time) to each line. 
As in the case of preemptive LCFS scheduling, there is an important relation 
between deadline constraints and the length of sub-busy periods. Here, a sub-busy 
period denotes the epoch from the arrival of the first (new) task during the execution of 
a level 1 (or level 0) task to the end of the last cycle of that new task. (This definition is 
slightly different from the definition of a sub-busy period in Section 4). For instance, 
looking at the cycle 0 in our example, one obtains the arrival of task T1. Due to the 
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Fig. 6. 
non-preemptive LCFS scheduling discipline, this task is badly off, because all tasks 
arriving before the beginning of the execution of Tr are preferred! Hence, if the length 
of a sub-busy period is less than or equal to T, all processed tasks are guaranteed to 
meet a service time deadline of Tcycles. Conversely, if the length of a sub-busy period 
is larger than T, at least the task having arrived first will miss its deadline. 
Again, we will establish a suitable mapping between busy periods and a family of 
(labelled) random trees, which provides a straightforward correspondence between 
deadline constraints and limited label sums of some subtrees. 
The tree in Fig. 6 corresponds to our example above. Each task is represented by an 
elliptical node which is labelled according to its task execution time, i.e., the label of 
a node is the number of cycles necessary for processing the task to completion. 
Equivalently, this labelling may be done by drawing the corresponding number of 
circles (0, denoting a single action, of course) within the node. The number of 
successors of a node equals the number of arrivals during the execution of the 
corresponding task. Successors are drawn from the left to the right, according to their 
arrival sequence. Note that the reconstruction of the busy period from a given tree is 
done by a right-to-left preorder traversal of all (elliptical) nodes of the tree. 
Due to our construction, the outer leftmost (elliptical) nodes in the tree correspond 
to those tasks which both complete a sub-busy period and start a new one, too. They 
are displayed in the equivalent labelling-style mentioned above. If such a node has no 
successors, it indicates the end of the whole busy period; at least one idle cycle follows. 
Deadline constraints are reflected by suitable limits on the number of cycles. More 
precisely, the sum of the labels of nodes belonging to a sub-busy period has to be less 
than the deadline T, for all sub-busy periods, of course. In our example above, those 
nodes belonging to a specific sub-busy period are surrounded by a dotted line. 
Unfortunately, the fact that consecutive sub-busy periods overlap one another 
introduces unpleasant difficulties. Since two consecutive sub-busy periods are pasted 
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together at an outer leftmost node, (some of) its cycles have to be taken into account in 
both. On the other hand, to obtain the total number of cycles of a whole busy period, 
each cycle has to be counted exactly once. Hence, we are forced to investigate trees 
representing sub-busy periods first, and paste them together in order to obtain whole 
busy periods. 
We start our treatment concerning &(u) with the investigation of the family Wi,j of 
trees which correspond to sub-busy periods starting with a label i node and complet- 
ing with a label j node (i 2 1, j 2 1). To keep the symbolic equations simple, we defer 
attaching the necessary probability weights to the translation into generating func- 
tions. We have the following decomposition: 
gi,j = SjK_1 + J%jK-2 + 6’ZjK_3 + “* + Jie2SjV~ + gielXj. 
(6.1) 
The combinatorial objects used for building blocks have straightforward meaning. 
d denotes single cycle with no task arrivals, Xj denotes a single cycle with at least one 
arrival, leading to the leftmost label j node. Vk denotes a sequence of k 2 1 consecut- 
ive cycles with an arbitrary number of arrivals. To start with the most important one, 
we have the following symbolic equation: 
with -K* = 1, Vk. Recalling definition (2.2), the ordinary generating function of *v;, 
reads 
v,(z) = c lk K(z). 
k5t 
Due to definition (2.1), we have 
&k = prob {n task arrivals during k (consecutive) cycles} = [z”]A(z)~ 
for n 2 0, k 2 1. Thus, the OGF of vk reads 
vkk) = Zk 1 %t,k Gtz)“. 
PI>0 
Introducing the bivariate generating function 
(6.2) 
W, U) = 1 lkf$(z)Uk, 
k30 
one obtains V,(z) = G(z, 1). Multiplying (6.2) by lkUk and summing up for k 2 1 yields 
G(z, u) = L(zuA(G(z, 1))). Because of 
V,(z) = [liu’] G(z, U) = zA(G(z, l)), (6.3) 
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we find 
1 lk &(z)uk = G(z, u) = L(ul((z)) = 1 lk K(z)~u~, 
kbl k>l 
hence y(z) = &(z)~ and V,(z) = G(z, 1) = L( Vi(z)). Substituting the latter in (6.3) and 
introducing the abbreviation B(z) = Vi(z), we obtain a result already known from 
Section 4: 
B(z) = zP(B(z)). 
Next, we look at 3Epjy j > 1. The symbolic equation reads 
+ . . . 
with ~j denoting a label j node. Obviously, the corresponding OGF is r,(Z) = ljz’a 
Since each combinatorial object in Xj corresponds to an object in Vi, where the 
leftmost successor V* (at the top level) is replaced by 5, we may omit the detailed 
translation of the symbolic equation and write down the result immediately: 
Hj(Z) = 
K(z)-aoz 
1jZ' 
UI:bN . 
Note that the term aoz corresponds to the “smallest” tree in “v;, which consists of the 
root only (no arrivals during the corresponding cycle). 
The OGF for d is straightforward; mentioning definition (2.1), we have E(z) = aoz. 
Now we are able to translate symbolic equation (6.1) into the appropriate OGF. 
For reasons that will become evident when pasting sub-busy periods together, we 
attach two different sizes to a structure of that class. Roughly speaking, the size 
represented by z is responsible for counting the length of the corresponding sub-busy 
period w.r.t deadline properties. A different size is represented by the variable u. It 
counts the contributions of the corresponding sub-busy period to the overall length of 
the whole busy period; recall our earlier remarks. We find 
i-l 
Bi, j(Z, U) = C E(l)‘- ’ -‘Hj(ZU) B(ZU)‘U- ’ -l. (6.4) 
I=0 
Note that we should have no contributions from 8, both for deadline counting and the 
overall size, thus E(1) is used. The last term u- ’ -I makes the difference in the size 
counted by z and u. The 1 + 1 cycles within the initial label i node, i.e., the “roots” of 
%j and Yi, must be counted in z only (deadlines), not in u. The latter is done in the 
preceding sub-busy period! 
That is, for a sub-busy period starting with a label i and terminating with a label 
j node, [z’] [u”] Bi, j(z, u) is the probability that all tasks meet a deadline oft cycles (and 
no smaller one), contributing n cycles to the length of the whole busy period. 
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Evaluating expression (6.4) yields 
(6.5) 
Now, we will try to paste sub-busy periods together. In order to enable deadline 
counting in each sub-busy period, we are forced to use difirent counting variables zk 
instead of z. Let gf,j denote the family of trees, which are formed by pasting together 
exactly k 2 1 sub-busy periods. For example, we have 
the corresponding (multivariate) generating function reads 
For simplicity, we introduce the abbreviations Bi,j(z, U) = Si(z, u)Z(z, u) rj(z, u), c.f. Eq. 
(6.9, and obtain 
Bfj(Z2, 21; U) = SiCzZ9 UI~(Z2, u)[Uz2B(zlu)) - Uw2W(zl, U) Tj(z~, U). 
Note that overlapping of sub-busy periods is reflected by the “connecting function” 
within the brackets. The “starting” and “trailing” functions Si(., U) and Tj(., u) appear 
in the expression again; thus we may use this technique repeatedly to construct the 
general term: 
Bf,j(Zk, ... 321; u) = si(zk, u)I(zk, U)(‘%kB(Zk-lU)) - L(aOzku))~(zk- 1, u) 
X (L(ZZB(ZIU)) - Uw94) z(Zl, u)Tj(zly U). 
To construct a whole busy period consisting of exactly k sub-busy periods, we have to 
deal with the decomposition 
92 denotes a single cycle forming the initial cycle of the first sub-busy period, its 
OGF is U(z) = z. bj is a label j node with no arrivals; we have the OGF 
Ej(z) = E(z)j = (a,,z)j. Translating the symbolic equation above, we find 
ck(zk, .. . ,Zl;U)=UC B:,j(Zk,...rZ1;U)E(l)j. 
j> 1 
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Note that we do not count cycles resulting from the terminating idle period, i.e., 6,. 
We easily obtain 
Ck(Zk, . . . ,zi; u) 
x (J%kB(Zk- Id) - +Ozku)) 
B(Zk-ltt) - &,zk-1u 1 
L(B(zk - 1 u)) B(Zk- Iti) - tda0 
x WZ2B(ZlU)) - Uaoz2u)) 
B(z,u) - QOZlU 1 
L(B(z,u)) B(ZlU) - uuo L(uozlu)* 
Obviously, a busy period with no sub-busy periods, that is, an idle cycle, has the 
symbolic equation %!!dl. The corresponding OGF is very simple: Co(u) = uou. 
Since a whole busy period may consist of an arbitrary number of sub-busy periods 
not exceeding T cycles (for deadline counting, of course), we are forced to study 
k,l 
“‘& Ck(zk, . . . ,zl; u), 
which is the PGF of the length of an arbitrary busy period containing no deadline 
violation. Introducing the abbreviations yk = zku and 
Dk(yk, ,y,; u, = - 1 1 *** 
1 - Ykh 1 l/u 
~~~-------~k(y~/~,...,y~/~;~) 1 
- Yk- 1 - YllU 
1 %k) - UOyk 
=p 
1 - Yk/u L(B(yk)) 
1 
X 
L((Yk/“)B(Yk- 1)) - L(“Oyk) B(yk-1) - uOyk- I 
1 - Yk-l/u WYk-1) - uao L(&k- 1)) 
1 
xiqq-4 
U(Y2l4WYl)) - WoY2) WYl) - UOYl L(uoy,) 
WY,) - uao L@(Y~)) 
we find 
&(u) = aou + 1 UkTIYkTl ..* [$]Dk(yk, . . . ,YI; U). 
k,l 
(6.6) 
Looking more closely at the dedicate expression for BT(u) (where u is assumed to be 
a complex parameter in the closed disk 9(1, v) = {z: Iz - 11 < v} for some arbitrary 
small v > 0), one obtains non-trivial interdependencies among the coefficients 
cYk’l, . * * , L-YTI, resulting from the “connecting functions” L((yi/u) B(yi- l)). Hence, 
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a direct extraction of the desired coefficients yields complicated expressions, at first 
(and possibly second) sight far away from tractability. Thus, we will use a somewhat 
elaborate singularity analysis technique which we called asymptotic separation: Al- 
though it is impossible to separate the “connecting functions” directly, i.e., to split up 
L((Yi/u)B(Yi- r )) into a product f(Yi)g( Yi - 1), it is possible to provide a separable 
asymptotic expansion which serves as well. However, this needs some explanation. 
Looking more closely at yi-related terms in Br(u), that is 
1 
1 - YilU 
Q(YJWY1)) - UQY,) WY,) - aoY1 L(aoy,) 
NY,) - uao W(Yl)) ’ 
(6.7) 
our task is the determination of the Tth Taylor coefficient [y:] in this multivariate 
function, which is analytic for yl, y, in a neighborhood of 0 and u E g(l, v). Due to 
general theorems (Cauchy’s formula for multivariate analytic functions, cf. [29, p. 
lolff]), [yr]f(yz, yl, u) is an analytic function of y, and u, too. In addition, it is not 
hard to prove that the well-known transfer lemmas (see [17]) remain valid for 
multivariate analytic functions. For example, if 
f(z, w) = O(g(w)(l - z/i)“) for z + p, 
uniformly w.r.t. w, it follows that 
[z”]f(z, w] = O(g(w)n-‘-a[-“) for n+ 00, 
uniformly in w, too. Again, keep in mind that the latter O(.) represents a function 
which is analytic in w! 
Returning to our original function, we obtain three “sources” of singularities: 
(1) a (removable) simple pole at y, = c(u) < 1, resulting from B (i(u)) = aou, 
(2) a simple pole at y, = u, 
(3) an algebraic singularity at y, = p resulting from functions involving B(yl), cf. 
the comments on expansion (4.4). 
The fact that y1 = i(u) is a removable singularity, i.e., that there is no singularity at all, 
is easily established by taking into account the zero of L((yz/u)B(yl)) - L(aoyz) at 
Yl = i(u). 
Remembering p > 1 it follows that yl = u is the singularity with the smallest 
modulus; in fact we only have to choose v small enough, i.e. 1 + v < p. The appropri- 
ate contribution to [yr] is easily determined via subtracted singularities: 
~((Y2ww))- GoY2) 
W(u)) 
L(a,u)u-T. 
Investigating the behavior of (6.7) near the “next” singularity y, = p it turns out 
that B(yl) - aoyl an L(B(yl)) obey expansions imilar to B(yl). The function L(aoyl) 
is assumed to have a radius of convergence larger than p, i.e., it should be well- 
behaved in a neighborhood of yl = p. Hence, the only remaining difficulty concerns 
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the term containing the “connecting function” i.e., 
~((YZlWYl)) - JWOYZ) 
WY, ) - aa0 
But, using the mentioned extension of a transfer lemma it is possible to attack this 
multivariate analytic function as well. Since y, comes up with B(yi), one feels that 
L((y2/u)B(yi)) should have an algebraic singularity at y, = p, independent of y,! Due 
to the fact that, at our next ‘stage”, y2 will play the role of yl and y3 the one of y2, it is 
obvious to ask for the behavior in a neighborhood of y, = p (and also y2 = u to 
account for the subtracted singularity term for ~2). However, since y2 appears in 
conjunction with the well-behaved function L(.) only, we may expect inferior influen- 
ces here. To make a long story short, we assert that it is possible to determine 
a uniform expansion 
~((Y2l+VYl)) - -woY2) 
HYl) - uao 
= NY294 + 4Y2,4(1 -YhP2 + w - Ylld 
where b(y,, u) and c(y2, u) denote well-behaved analytic functions of both y2 and a. 
The remainder 0(1 - yl/p) represents a multivariate analytic function, too, and the 
implied constant is independent of y,, y2 and u. 
Putting all terms together, we obtain a uniform expansion for (6.7) at y, = p, similar 
to the expansion above: 
P(y2, Wo0p) + y(y2, W(a0dU - ydfW2 + 00 - ydp) for yl + p. 
Note that the terms L(aop) represent he contribution resulting from the terminating 
function L(uoyl). 
The subtracted term resulting from the simple pole y, = u is meaningless for the 
analysis of the singularity y1 = p since (1 - y,/u)-’ is analytic for all y, # u. Using 
transfer lemmas, the desired coefficient [yT] finally yields 
4Y2, ~)uaou)u-= 
1 
- -y(y2, u)L(~~p)T-~‘~p-~ + O(T-‘pMT) 
2h 
for T+ co 
with both ol(y2, u) and y(y2, u) analytic at y, = p; the “elimination” of y, is complete. 
Now, the same procedure may be used for the extraction of [y:] (hence, for all [yf) 
since the related terms are almost the same as before. In fact, the only difference 
springs from replacing L(aoyl ) by a( y,, u) and y( y2, u), respectively! Using this simple 
iterative scheme (leading to a recurrence relation) it is possible to compute an 
asymptotic expansion 
&(u) = B(u) - R(u)u~T-~‘~~-= + O(U~T-~~-~) 
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uniformly valid for u E 9(1, v). By virtue of a general theorem concerning uniform 
expansions we may differentiate this expansion in order to derive @Z’)(l) for an 
arbitrary but fixed m. 
We therefore obtain 
Theorem 6.1 (Non-preemptive LCFS scheduling in the normal case, cf. Schmid and 
Blieberger [37, Theorem 5.11). The successful T-run duration YT for non-preemptive 
LCFS scheduling in the normal case is approximately exponentially distributed with 
parameter l/&PLCFS where 
P~~LCFS = CT3/2p~(l + 
and 
0(1/T)) for T+ CO, 
c = 24% - l)(T - ao)W (1 - so)(W) - Jmo))ao(P - 1) 
bW)(l - p’(l)) L(ao)(T - ao) 
- (~-l)(t--oPw(~)+T_a -I 
w 0 3 > 
T > 1 is the solution of P(x) = xP’(x), p = ~/p(z) > 1, and b = Jm. 
Unfortunately, our complicated asymptotic analysis above is not valid for the 
balanced case since p = 1. However, using a refined analysis it is possible to show 
Theorem 6.2 (Non-preemptive LCFS scheduling in the balanced case). The expecta- 
tion of the successful T-run duration 9’r for non-preemptive LCFS scheduling in the 
balanced case is given by 
npLCFSb 
PT -T forT+co. 
In the overloaded case, the result of the asymptotic analysis concerning the normal 
case is valid again since p > 1 (although r < 1). Due to the fact B(1) < 1 we eventually 
obtain 
Theorem 6.3 (Non-preemptive LCFS scheduling in the overloaded case). The expec- 
tation of the successful T-run duration yr for non-preemptive LCFS scheduling in the 
overloaded case is given by 
P 1 npLCFS” _ _ 
PT 1 - /I 1 - P(b) 
for T-r CO, 
where p < 1 is the solution of x = P(x), x < 1. 
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7. Static priority scheduling 
This section is devoted to a (very brief) survey of the rather involved analysis of the 
widely used static priority scheduling algorithm (SPS) contained in [34]. Unlike the 
no-priority algorithms described so far, we have now L 2 1 different classes of tasks 
with different priority levels, numbered from 1, . . . , L, where 1 is the highest one. For 
each priority level e, there is an associated (constant) deadline Tc and two probability 
generating functions A,(z) (arrivals) and L{(z) (task execution times); again, we introduce 
P,(z) = 1 Pk,CZk = uw). 
k30 
(7.1) 
Static priority scheduling works as follows: Assuming that the task list of our 
system is sorted according to descending priorities, a newly arriving task of a certain 
priority level is inserted into the queue behind the already queued tasks of the same 
level. The server always executes the task at the head of the task list, in a preemptible 
fashion. Note however that any scheduling takes place at cycle boundaries only, i.e., 
no preemption occurs during a cycle. 
Our combinatorial analysis relies on an extension of the ideas used for FCFS 
scheduling (which of course corresponds to SPS with L = 1): Since tasks of the same 
priority level are queued in FCFS order, whereas higher priority ones are handled 
according to the (preemptive) LCFS policy, we just have to “blow” up nodes of the 
trees from Section 5 in such a way that each of resulting multi-nodes corresponds to 
a single higher priority busy period. This naturally implies that the width of such 
a multi-node is greater than or equal to 1; moreover, we have to take into account 
the appropriate probabilities in the probability weights of the vertices. The tree in 
Fig. 7 shows an example for L = 2. 
The (higher-level) actions corresponding to the vertices within a multi-node are 
executed from left to right. Note however that there is exactly one (shaded) node 
within each multi-node, which belongs to a level-2 task: it represents the initial cycle of 
the corresponding level-l busy period. Since such cycles are obviously executed before 
their higher-priority neighbors, it is evident that all outer leftmost multi-nodes in our 
tree require special attention: They may exceed the (lower-priority) width-constraint 
provided that there are no lower-priority arrivals in those nodes of the multi-node 
which lie beyond the limit. 
First we consider the (of course well-known) case where no deadline restrictions are 
present. Here, we have the following symbolic equation for the family B(‘) of 
corresponding trees (note that those trees do not reflect the execution order of 
actions!): 
* 
0 
g(L) = pp 0 + p’lL’ 1 + **. + piL’ /“\ +..-. 
g(L) g(L) . . . OjU 
I v J 
k 
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Fig. I. 
The probability weights pi? denote the probability that the total number of actions to 
be executed ue to task arrivals during the initial cycle (denoted by 0) equals k. Since 
arrivals and task execution times (of different priority levels) are independent, we 
obviously have 
L 
pi? = [zk] PCL’(z) = [z”] n P/(z) for all k > 0. 
/=I 
Applying straightforward product and sum translations, cf. [42], it is easy to see that 
the PGF W(z) of arbitrary busy periods solves the already well-known functional 
equation (cf. Eq. (4.3), [30]) 
P(z) = ZkTO pp’(w’(z))k = zP'L'(B'L'(z)). 
/ 
Now we will proceed with the derivation of the OGFs of interest. For technical 
reasons, it is more convenient o deal with the family of trees which are are width- 
constrained by Tc instead of T, - 1, shifting back everything by 1 at the end. Thus, we 
consider the family %#j ,,,_, rlof T1, . . . . . T,-width trees with the OGF (which are 
improper PGFs in this case) 
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CL) Note that obviously co, rr = 0, because there is always a root node in any tree. For 
notational convenience, we use abbreviations like the above ones where possible. 
Our aim is to provide an equation for C’,“l, , , T1 (z) which involves C$:,t!,, , -,,I (z), i.e. 
a recursive formula. However, we first derive a symbolic equation of similar width- 
constrained trees Q?y”,’ = $?FJ .,.,ri with L priority levels, which are generated by 
level-L arrivals during a sin& initial cycle; the connection to the actually desired 
family @&! = @$ ,., r, will be established subsequently. 
In the equation above, d denotes a single cycle with no level-L arrivals; its OGF is 
clearly E(z) = P~,~z, cf. (7.1). 
It is easy to provide the required probability weights FL’, which denote the 
probability that exactly k < TL new actions arise as a consequence of (1) TL 2 m 2 0 
level-L arrivals during the initial cycle and (2) all higher-priority arrivals during the 
m arising (kV&L-) successors of the initial CyCk. With +#,L,T,“(z) = %?~L:,!!,,,T,(z) 
denoting the OGF of width-constrained trees for higher priority levels L - 1, . . . , 1, it 
is clear that 
AL) = [z~]P~(CK:~)(Z)) for k 2 0; 
I%-’ = P0.L. 
However, it is more complicated to provide the probability weights @)TL, 
k > TL > 1, which reflect the situation of outer leftmost multi-nodes exceeding 
a width of T,, as mentioned earlier. For our argument, we use two counting variables 
y, w to take care of all cycles (y) and those which are meaningful for level-L deadlines 
only (w). Now, while all inner multi-nodes that arrived during the initial cycle 
contribute to both y and w, we have to replace the outer leftmost multi-node 
CFL,L,_,“(yw) by a special multi-node, say, C(w, y), that contributes differently to w and 
y. More specifically, we require 
C(w, y) = 1 W” 1 c:q, yk = W(akLL--I1)(Y) - CKYYWN 
nbl k,n l-w 
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so that [y”] [w”] C(w, y) = citgL!jl if k > n 2 1 (and zero otherwise). For k > n 2 1, it is 
not difficult to find 
upI, = prob {k actions arise with n being the last level-L “admissible” one} 
= CY”3 Cw"1 
PL(C’,L;I,“(YW)) - PO,L w 
c’TL,:,“(Yw) 1_w C%.-L,r,"(Y). 
Note that we may discard the term C(r”,:,“(yw) since 
Cy’l [WY & G2(YW) = 0 
for 12 m. 
The translation of the symbolic equation for 5?” into a functional equation of the 
OGFs involved yields 
k=O i=TL-k+l i=l fflbl 
Defining 
1 
(s’n”‘(z) = C,“‘(z). .. ~‘,“yz) and et’(z) = 1, 
recall Section 5, and the corresponding bivariate generating function 
pqs, 2) = 1 QiL’(Z)Sk, 
k,O 
we multiply the above equation by @#(z) to obtain 
@A.,(z) = a 2 PLL’ #L(z) + z 1 ~lrLL)+m,rL(zPO,L)m. 
k=O m$l 
This primarily involves a simple Cauchy product; after some (rather involved) algebra, 
we obtain 
where 
QcL'(s, z) = k;. QiL)(z)sk = z;L;;;;!;;j~ s, 
‘ 1 
(7.2) 
H’L’(s, z) = a?(zPo,L) - zPo*Lak:?(S) (7.3) 
ZP0.L - s 
In order to obtain the actually desired width-constrained trees Q?p;, we must take 
into account the possibility of higher-priority arrivals in the initial cycle (cf. our 
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example tree at the beginning). This is accomplished by 
Note that the triangular nodes above are not to be counted in the OGF, since they 
represent (“double”) the initial cycle of the associated successor trees only. 
The translation into a functional equation of the OGFs involved yields 
cp(Z) = z cf’,!‘, fj 6$‘)(z) + F c!‘)(z) c &;~J-I(Z~O,L)~, 
k=O i=Tr-k+l i=l mat 
which may be attacked in the same way as the former one. Some algebra finally yields 
cFj-Lt(z) = bT"I Q'L'(s, 4 
[ST’] pL’(s, z) ’ 
and shifting back everything to arrive at the improper PGF of r,, . . . , T,-feasible busy 
again, i.e. @J ,,,, T1(z) = Cy/_ 1, __, T, _ 1(z), our major result follows. 
Theorem 7.1 (cf. Schmid [34, Theorem 3.11). The improper PGF of T1, . . . , T,-feasible 
busy periods may be expressed recursively by 
BF&) = cs TL- ‘1 Q'+, z) 
CS TL- ‘1 QcL'(s, z)/Bk:;)(s) - [sT,- ‘]H’L’(~, z)/B~~-L,-‘l’(s) Or L’ ” 
B(O)(z) =z, 
with QtL)(s, z) and ZYZ’~‘(S, z) dejined by (7.2) and (7.3) (however, with BFL-L,T,” replacing 
C(rLLT,“). 
This result covers the single priority level case (L = l), that is, FCFS scheduling 
from Section 5 as well. Note that it is possible to show that BP)(z) for T1, . . . , TL all 
being finite is a rational function. 
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The expression established in Theorem 7.1 may be attacked by asymptotic methods 
relying on (bivariate) singularity analysis, which eventually provide a (differentiable) 
uniform asymptotic expansion for BlrL,‘(z) valid for z E 9(1, E), E sufficiently small. 
However, the appropriate analysis follows a different line as the one for FCFS 
scheduling, cf. Section 5, and we will only give the general ine of reasoning due to lack 
of space. Note, however, that the detailed asymptotic analysis is quite delicate and 
involves some interesting (and puzzling) mathematical problems. 
It is easy to see, cf. (7.2), that the dominant singularities in the expression of 
Theorem 7.1 are determined by the solutions of the already well-known functional 
equation (4.3), namely 
F(s, z) = zU(s) - s = 0, (7.4) 
where U(s) denotes an analytic function with certain properties, e.g., that the radius of 
convergence RLr of U(z) must fulfill RLI > 1. This type of functional equation has been 
studied extensively (and controversially) in the literature, cf. [30,8,31] for some 
references. In general, it has several analytic solutions, but one is usually only 
interested in a particular one (with positive Taylor coefficients). We, however, require 
some results on other solutions as well. Therefore, we need novel proof techniques 
based on complex analysis, since “traditional” ones (e.g. [31]) rely heavily on the 
a priori assumption of positive coefficients. 
From the properties of U(s) it follows that 
XV’(X) - U(x) = 0 
has a minimal positive solution 0 < z < Rv, ie., TV’(Z) - T = 0. Defining 
(7.5) 
5 
p = U(T)’ (7.6) 
it is easily checked that F(T, p) = 0, F& p) = 0, and F,,(z, p) > 0, where F,(s, z) and 
F,,(s, z) denote the first and second partial derivative w.r.t. s, respectively. This in fact 
gives rise to the following well-known lemma, recall (4.4) in Section 4. 
Lemma 7.2 (cf. Schmid [34, Lemma 4.11). With the properties and notations (7.4)-(7.6), 
the functional equation F(s, z) = zU(s) - s = 0 has a double-valued solution s = x(z) for 
z in a neighborhood of z = p (which is not necessarily the only one) and 
x(z) = z - b(l - z/p)“2 + y(1 - z/p) + O((1 - z/p)3’2) for z+ p; 
fl and y are explicitly expressible in terms of derivatives of U(s). 
Since x(z) is double-valued near p, it is possible to define two branches i(z), K(Z), 
which are single-valued and analytic in a suitable small neighborhood of any z. # p. 
Thus, F(s, z) = 0 has two single-valued, analytic solutions in such a neighborhood. 
However, it is important to note that this result does not imply that there are no other 
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solutions of F(s, z) = 0, mapping the neighborhood of z = z,, to a different neighbor- 
hood s = sb, cf. [8] for an example. Nevertheless, the following lemma establishes that 
there are no further solutions, even in the case of arbitrary z. = a, 0 < ct < p, if we 
restrict ourselves to a certain domain of s. 
Lemma 7.3 (cf. Schmid [34, Lemma 4.21). Let U(z) be in accordance with (7.4)-(7.6). 
Then for any a, 0 < u < p arbitrary but fixed, there is some r,, z < r, < Rv, such that 
F(s, z) = zU(s) - s = 0 restricted to the closed disk s E @O, rJ has exactly two single- 
valued, analytic solutions s = i(z) and s = K(Z), with values lying entirely in the interior of 
C&O, r,) for every z E g(u, E), E > 0 su@iciently small. Moreover, c(x) and K(X) are positive 
real-valued for real positive 0 < x < p, satisfying i(x) < z and k(x) > T. 
It is not hard to show that c(z) is actually the well-known “natural” solution (positive 
Taylor coefficients, cf. Eq. (4.3), [31]) of zU(s) - s = 0. c(z) is therefore analytic in the 
indented disk A, = A,(n, cp) = {z: JzI < p + n, larg(z - p)l 2 cp, z # p} for some q > 0, 
0 < cp < x/2, and has only a single algebraic singularity of square-root ype at z = p on 
its circle of convergence. 
In summary, Lemmas 4.1-4.4 of [34] establish that for 0 < c( < p + v, v > 0 suffi- 
ciently small, there is some r < ror < Rv such that F(s, z) = 0 has exactly two solutions 
c(z), K(Z) (formed by the two analytic branches of a single double-valued solution, hence 
“joining” at c( = p), which lie entirely in g(O, r,) for z E zB(u, e) for E sufficiently small. 
This, however, is exactly the information required for singularity analysis: The next 
lemma provides a uniform asymptotic expansion for g,,(z) = [s”] G(s, z) for n -+ co, 
z E ~(cc, E), where G(s, z) denotes a function analytic in a neighborhood of s = 0 and 
z = CC. Note that - by virtue of well-known theorems from the theory of analytic 
functions of two complex variables, cf. [29, p. lolff], for example - gn(z) is analytic in 
a neighborhood of z = CC 
Lemma 7.4 (cf. Schmid [34, Lemma 4.53). Let 0 < u < co be arbitrary but fixed. 
Suppose that U(s) and W(s) are analytic within the open disk 9(0, Ru) and that there 
exists some r,, 0 < re < Ru, such that 
G(s, z) = 
W(s) 
zU(s) - s 
has at most two simple poles s = i(z) and s = K(Z), lying entirely in the interior of 
the closed disk s E C&O, r,) for every z E .9(a, E), E > 0 sujiciently small. Then, 
g,(z) = [s”] G(s, z) is analytic and fulfills 
gn(z) = 1 - zvl(C(z)) 
WK(z)) <(z)-‘“+ 1) + WW)) K(Z)-(“+ 1) 
1 - ZU’(K(Z)) 
+ O(r;“) 
for n -P co, where the remainder term denotes an analytic function and is unzform for 
z E 9(M, E). 
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Due to the fact that zU(s) - s has two simple poles for z # p but a double one for 
z = p, Lemma 4.5 is not directly applicable in a neighborhood of p. However, it is 
possible to provide the appropriate asymptotics also in this case, cf. [34, Lemma 4.61. 
With the help of Lemma 7.4, it is not too difficult to obtain a recursive uniform 
asymptotic expansion of the desired B’rL,‘(z) for Tr, . . . , TL + co in terms of the asso- 
ciated zeroes, which may in turn be fully characterized by closely investigating the 
functional equation zP,(L$&T,‘)(s)) - s = 0 arising in the denominator of (7.2). Solving 
the recursion, an asymptotic expression for B(rL,‘( ) z is obtained, which is uniform for 
z E 9(1, s) and is hence differentiable. Substituting z = 1, our major theorem follows. 
Theorem 7.5 (cf. Schmid [34, Theorem 4.181). With the notations and conditions men- 
tioned above, the successful run duration Sp, for static priority scheduling with L 2 1 
priority levels is approximately exponentially distributed with parameter l/&j, .., T,, where 
for su#iciently large T,, . . . , TL + co such that T, = O(Tk()for arbitrary butfixed kc and 
T+ co. 
9 is the set defined by 1~4 and 8 E 9 for 2 < 4 d L ifeither the radius of convergence 
Rre of PC(z) is less than or equal to z(‘- ‘), or z(‘- l)/PCo(rcc- ‘)) < 1 otherwise; r(‘) denotes 
the minimal positive solution of xP(‘)‘(x) - P”‘(x) = 0 for P’“‘(Z) = z= 1 Pi(z). Moreover, 
with IQ denoting the minimal solution of x = P@(x) for x > 1, 
d = (1 - P(C)‘(l))2 1 - P&cc)P(~-‘)‘(Ic,) ICC - 1) 
G 1 - PU-“‘(l) P’C”(Ic,) - 1 ( > % 
where P”‘(z) s 1, and 
r, = p’L-” 
I 
P&c,) + E for some E > 0, $ 8 E 9, 
if at = ztc- l)/P”)(z(l-l)) > 1 or uz = 1 and all T,, . . , , TL finite, 
P (L-1)-~ for some E >0, tf a,= 1 and arbitrary T,,...,T,. 
Finally note that we also showed that, for finite T,, there is a polar singularity 
# on the circle of convergence of @J(z). Actually, an expansion of IIF) near #? is 
provided, which explains the somewhat puzzling limiting behavior as TL + 00 ; 
cf. [34, Lemma 4.143 for details. 
8. Conclusions 
We demonstrated the power of methods from the analysis of algorithms and data 
structures in the investigation of deadline meeting properties of scheduling algorithms 
for probabilistic aperiodic tasks in real-time systems. Contrasting the usual queueing 
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theory devices, our approach is based on exploiting combinatorial and asymptotic 
properties of certain random trees and works without any equilibrium assumption. 
The comparison of the results for different scheduling techniques in the no-priority 
case confirms the expected superior performance of FCFS scheduling. Due to our 
fixed deadline assumption, the latter is equivalent o the earliest deadline jrst algo- 
rithm, which is known to be optimal, cf. [38]. Actually, there is a significant difference 
between deadline meeting properties of FCFS and LCFS scheduling in the normal 
case, since IC is always (usually much) larger than p. Preemptive and non-preemptive 
LCFS scheduling perform roughly equivalent. Note that this ranking of our disci- 
plines confirms the one obtained by steady-state results, cf. [l 1, p. 4753. Our results, 
however, extend that qualitative ranking insofar that we quantify how much better 
some particular scheduling discipline performs over another one. 
Needless to say, there are many important problems left for further research. 
(1) Application of our approach to other scheduling algorithms, in particular to 
earliest deadline first in case of several different deadlines, and schemes designed for 
aperiodic task scheduling in conjunction with cyclic task schedulers, see [25], for 
example. 
(2) Considering tasks with (additional) resource conflicts. In our approach, it was 
assumed that all tasks are competing for the server, but are otherwise independent. 
Dealing with tasks which may block each other when accessing additional mutually 
exclusive resources hould be considered to meet practical needs. 
(3) Provisions for time-variant and not independent arrival processes. This prob- 
lem, pivotal to all attempts of analytic modelling of real applications, is not sufficiently 
solved by our approach. In order to preserve the tractability of involved computa- 
tions, we essentially confine ourselves to Poisson arrivals, but it is questionable 
whether this is suitable for real-time applications. It should be mentioned that we are 
currently working on an elaborate monitoring system for distributed real-time sys- 
tems (our Versatile Timing Analyzer VTA, see [35]), that will help us to obtain realistic 
information required to identify appropriate input models. 
There are of course several other - and not at all trivial - improvements conceiv- 
able, such as taking account of system overhead for scheduling and dispatching or 
relaxing the fixed deadline assumption. 
Considering all aspects, however, we are convinced that our research develops in 
quite a promising direction: Experimental work devoted to measurement isneeded to 
obtain appropriate system models, and refined techniques to deal with the theoretical 
part involved in the exploration of adequate models are also required. Evidently, most 
work remains to be done. 
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